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1. Introduction  

Graduation process is conducted in the USOS system for every student defending their thesis 

from June 2021, regardless of the IT system where a course of study is recorded. 

For conducting the graduation process in the USOSweb service (USOSweb), Archive of diploma 

thesis (APD) module is used. 

After logging in to USOSweb, click the NEWS tab and select Archive of diploma thesis from the 

left hand pane (Figure 1). You can also use direct link: https://apd.usos.agh.edu.pl/.  

 
Figure 1. Access to APD through USOSweb 

The registration process of the thesis is carried out in the MY APD tab, which contains theses as-

signed to a student and tasks to be completed (Figure 2).    

https://apd.usos.agh.edu.pl/
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Figure 2. MY APD tab 

Figure 2 shows the view of the MY APD tab – in My tasks pane there is displayed the task:  “Com-

plete information about thesis” called “Praca testowa”. After clicking on the active link with the title 

of the thesis, you can start completing required information. 

2. Step 1 – completing information about thesis 

Note: Completing information about the thesis is possible only when the thesis has the following 

status: ‘For modification ( student is required to enter the abstract in the APD module)’. Rules for 

changing this status are defined by the Faculty. 

The link with the thesis title redirects to the page, which contains several tabs (Figure 3). In the 

first tab – Thesis information – complete information about the thesis. 
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Figure 3. Step 1 – completing information about the thesis 

Completing information about the thesis (Figure 4) consists of: 

(1) Verification of the data inserted by the Dean’s office for student affairs 

The title of the thesis, its language and the full names of  the supervisor and reviewers are up-

loaded automatically to the APD module according to the data inserted into the USOS system 

by the Dean’s office for student affairs. 

Note:  If the above-mentioned data is not correct, report it to the Dean’s office for student 

affairs before beginning the registration process of the thesis.  

Note: Do not modify the language of the thesis because it will result in deleting some data 

and may stop the registration process of the thesis. Such discrepancy has to be reported to 

the Dean’s office for student affairs. 

In the Author raw, besides student’s data, the date of the defence is displayed, if this date has 

been set and inserted into the USOS system by the Dean’s office for student affairs. 
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(2) Completing abstracts and keywords 

• Abstracts and keywords has to be filled in the language of the thesis (usually in Polish) 

and in English – this data is required and the system will not allow you to continue,  

• Separate keywords with a comma, 

• If the thesis has several authors, one of the authors completes abstracts and keywords 

(it doesn’t matter who). 

 
Figure 4. Step 1 – completing abstracts, keywords and saving thesis information 

After completing all required information, click the Save thesis information button.  

On the same page, below, the declaration on authorship is located. Acquaint yourself with its con-

tent and approve it by clicking the Approve button ( Figure 5). After submitting the declaration, its 

status will change from “Not approved” to “Approved”. 
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Figure 5. Approving declaration 

3. Step 2 – adding thesis files and attachments 

After saving the thesis data and approving the declaration, go to the thesis files adding. To do so, 

click the Go to file upload button  (Figure 6).   

 
Figure 6. Moving to the next step of thesis registration  – adding files 

Before transiting to adding files, the message prompting you to save the data that has been en-

tered is displayed. 
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After approving the above message, go to the Files tab. Click the Add files button to open the 

window where it is possible to upload the thesis file and the other required attachments, if they are 

integral parts of the thesis (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7. Moving to the file upload window 

In the file upload window, create a set of files to be uploaded: 

• Select the file type: “Thesis”, then click “Browse” and select the file with the thesis in a pdf 

format. Maximum size of the thesis file is 20 MB. It is possible to add description of the thesis 

file, but it is not necessary. Then add the thesis to the set using the Add to the set button (Fig-

ure 8). 

• If some attachment is an integral part of the thesis, add it in a similar way as the thesis 

file, but select the file type: “Others”. The allowed file extensions are: pdf., zip., tgz., and 

the maximum file size is 50 MB, 

• In case of theses that have several authors, files are added by only one of the authors (it 

doesn’t matter who). 

• In case of theses written in foreign languages, a language can be selected, but it is not re-

quired, 

• The Add URL tab can be used to provide a link to an element which is a  part of the thesis 

(website etc.) 

Note:  Do not upload declarations (especially from out-of-date Rector’s Orders). Likewise, do not 

place any declarations in the thesis text, because it may affect a report from the anti-plagiarism sys-

tem.  
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Figure 8. Adding thesis files 

After adding files, they will be visible in the Set elements table (Figure 9). In case of a mistake, it is 

possible to edit the file metadata using the Edit button. However, if the thesis file is incorrect, it can 

be deleted using the Delete button and then a new correct file has to be uploaded.  

After adding files, return to the thesis page by clicking the Back to thesis button. 

 
Figure 9. Information on files added to the set 
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4. Step 3 – handing over the thesis for approval by the supervisor 

The last step of the thesis registration in the APD module is handing over the thesis for verifica-

tion to the supervisor, which can be done by clicking the Forward to the approval of the supervisor 

button (Figure 10). 

The supervisor receives a notification about submitting the thesis for approving and reviewing. 

After this operation, no further editing of the thesis and modification of the file set will be possible, 

unless the supervisor returns the thesis for correction (See Step 5 - Return of the thesis by the super-

visor). A prompt message informing about it will be displayed when you hover over the ‘i’ icon.   

 
Figure 10. Submitting the thesis for approval 

It is possible to get familiar with the reviews issued by the supervisor and the reviewer in the Re-

views tab (Figure 11).  

 
Figure 11. Getting familiar with the issued reviews 

Grey background of the field with the reviewer’s full name means that the review has not been 

approved yet and green background – the review is available. The grade of the diploma thesis is dis-

played in the Reviews tab. When both reviews are approved, the status of the thesis will change to 

“Thesis is ready for defence”.  

In accordance with the legally binding provisions at AGH UST, the date of 

obtaining the status: “Thesis is ready for defence” is considered as the date of 

submission. 

Note: After forwarding the thesis to the supervisor, return to USOSweb in order to complete all 

tasks related to the thesis defence (See Step 6 and 7). 
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5. Return of the thesis by the supervisor 

A student will be informed by email, if a supervisor selects an option in the system that a thesis 

submitted for approval has to be corrected (information on thesis or uploaded files). The email will 

contain supervisor comments and the reason for rejecting the work.  

To make the required correction, logging to APD is necessary. 

The work will be in the status: "Author of the thesis should type data". In this step, student can 

edit the work metadata. To edit the file, it is necessary to re-approve the statement of self-writing 

the work (available in the Thesis information tab, at the bottom of the page). Otherwise, the Go to 

file upload button will be grayed out (Fig. 12). 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Work status after return by the supervisor 

 

 

 If the file needs improvement, go to the Files tab and click the Edit files button, which will display 

current set elements. After making changes to the work, remove the previous version from the set by 

clicking the Delete button, and then re-upload the correct version of the work using the Select file 

option (Fig. 13). If you have more than one item in the set, such as a work and an attachment, you 

only need to update the file that needs to be corrected. New file must be accepted by using Add to 

the set button. 

 

After correcting the file(s) return to work using the return to work button. The new version of the 

work should be resubmitted for approval by the supervisor by clicking Forward to the approval of 

the supervisor. 
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Fig. 13. Removing a file from the set and adding a new file 

6. USOSweb – completing remaining data required for the graduation 

process  

After adding the thesis and handing it over for approval, log in to the USOSweb system, select the 

STUDENT’S SECTION tab and then diplomas from the left hand pane (Figure 14). 
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Figure 124. Diplomas pane in USOSweb 

 

When you select the Diplomas pane, information concerning your studies and thesis is displayed 

(Certificate and Thesis sections), there are, among others: the overall result of studies with its compo-

nents and the Date of issue of the diploma. 

Below Statement section has to be completed – declare if the thesis contains legally protected 

secret information (Figure 15). 

Legally protected thesis - it is a thesis containing information about the company or its product, 

which the company does not want to be publicly available. People who have access to the thesis (e.g. 

supervisor, reviewer, defence board members) undertake to keep secret the information contained 

in the thesis. Contact the dean’s office to learn more about the procedures. 
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Figure 1513. Diplomas pane in USOSWeb 

After selecting the relevant option, the next part of the declaration is displayed, which concerns 

granting the AGH UST the licence on distributing the thesis. If the thesis contains legally protected 

information, fill in the period of grace. Confirm your declaration with the SUBMIT DECLARATION but-

ton. The system will inform you that after submitting your declaration, it will not be possible to make 

any changes (Figure 16). 
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Figure 1614. Confirming the declaration about the legally protected thesis 

 

After submitting the declaration, information on the date and time of confirming the declaration 

will be displayed in this pane and the window with the order for sets of diplomas and supplements 

will appear (Figure 17). After ticking the selected options (concerning a language version in the stand-

ard set and paid certified copies), confirm your choice with the SAVE button. If you are willing to or-

der the additional certified copies or the paid certified copies, tick the chosen option. On the basis of 

the order for the paid certified copies, the Dean’s office for student affairs will charge a fee, which 

will be displayed in USOSweb in the PAYMENTS FK pane (accessible through Common Section tab in 

USOSweb). 

Note: After confirming the order it will not be possible to make any changes (the corresponding 

warning message informs about it). 

 
Figure 157. Submitting the order for diplomas and supplements 
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7.   Online clearance slips  

The last step of the graduation process is completing the online clearance slip. It will be activated 

after submitting the declarations, the order for diplomas and supplements and after data migration 

between systems (the data migration takes place twice a day – at 06.30 a.m. and at 16:30 p.m.). The 

clearance slip is available in the COMMON SECTION tab (Figure 18). 

 
Figure 168. Online clearance slips in USOSweb 

If you click on my slips, the template of the active online clearance slip appears, it has been de-

fined according to requirements at a particular Faculty (Figure 19).  

 
Figure 179. View of the sample clearance slip in USOSWeb 

 

On the online clearance slip, a student is required to answer only questions that concern giving 

consents to making a private email address available,  monitoring further fate of graduates and  join-

ing the AGH UST Alumni Club. The remaining questions are answered by the authorised persons from 

the units listed on the online clearance slip. In case of failure to settle with a particular unit, a student 

will be requested by email or by phone to settle a possible backlog. 
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8. IT Help 

In case of technical problems, enquires or doubts, please contact us: pomoc-usos@agh.edu.pl 

mailto:pomoc-usos@agh.edu.pl

